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Backgammon Around the World

Queen’s Gammon:
Women of Backgammon
By Jia H. Jung

T

he first meeting of Women of Backgammon (WoB) on November 17,
2020 may have marked a turning point in the game. Mid-pandemic,
women are taking the lead to revitalize backgammon’s unique social
allure.

Last fall, April Mesich was eager to promote the fun, welcoming atmosphere
that she cherished in backgammon communities. She thought back to 2016,
when she and her husband Michael walked into the Twin Cities Backgammon
Club in Minneapolis, MN.
“I have never been so comfortable in a group of strangers,” she remembers.
However, she was one of very few women in the room. Some guys got upset
when they lost to a woman or busted each other’s chops for getting “beat
by a girl.”
Realizing that she was changing the dynamics just by showing up, she and
Michael immersed themselves in local backgammon. They transformed the
club into a social destination and raised the whole state’s profile in the game.
When the pandemic hit, they whipped together the U.S. Backgammon Club
in response to the growing demand for online play.
When setting out to redesign the USBGF’s website, April found inspiration
in the U.S. Chess Federation’s website content for female players, a focus for
the entity since long before Queen’s Gambit smashed Netflix ratings and won a
2021 Golden Globe award. Around this time, there were several backgammon
groups convening on Zoom. April floated the idea of a women’s backgammon
meetup. Candace Mayeron had a business-level account to host the session and
access to Patrick Gibson’s database of over 2,000 players. They sent out emails
to all the women on the list.
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In Parker, CO, Jill “Goldie” Goldstein got the invite. Prepandemic, the former competitive bowler had been “trying
to get up the courage and the gumption to play in person”
after years of faceless FIBS and GridGammon. She
and her husband Daniel became regulars at the Denver
Backgammon Club, befriending Margie Harbrecht, Dan
Minardi, and Lynda Clay, who gifted her with a used
board.
When lockdowns shifted games back online, Goldie
missed socializing. But the advantage to virtuality was
being able to join faraway events without traveling. She
soon met April through an online Saturday tournament of
the U.S. Backgammon Club, where she “got squashed like
a bug.”
When the WoB called for a secretary, Goldie stepped
up. She has made meaningful connections in her role.
Days after shoulder replacement surgery, she logged on to
meeting #7 in scrubs and a sling to thank the group for a
bouquet of flowers and a teddy bear that had moved her to
tears. She wishes to eventually meet the people she sees as
tiles in Zoom’s gallery view.
“It just blows my mind, the type of women I am getting
to know through this,” she marvels. “Who can say they
know all the female world champions? They know who we
are. They know our names. It’s crazy.”
For the fourth WoB meeting, Monte Carlo Backgammon
World Championship winners Lee Genud (1981), Katie
Scalamandre (2000), and Akiko Yazawa (2014, 2018)
appeared in a panel before an audience of over 40 women
and men. Monte Carlo Ladies Tournament winners Lynn
Ehrlich (2011) and Antoinette-Marie Williams (2019)
were also in attendance. So was Jennifer Shahade, star
ambassador of both chess and poker.
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When the conversation turned to whether female players
have something over the men, Christina “La Loca” Elias
ventured, “Speaking especially as a woman: we have an
intuition. You can win when you don’t always make the
perfect move.”
Backgammon author and problem-whiz Mary Hickey,
who had led the WoB’s first educational presentation,
cautioned against forgetting the human element while
playing too much to the bot. She was sharing valuable
insight as a two-time U.S. Open champion and the
woman with the highest number of lifetime ABT points
at 21st overall in the standings.
When someone joked that the group was giving away
women’s secrets to men, Kit Woolsey threw his head back
and laughed, noting that every player uses intuition and
takes risks. Rory Pascar revealed that he adjusts for the
opponent in doubling; the rest of the time, he’s trying to
make the right play. Temporarily muted by a bad cold,
Akiko typed, “Follow XG 90%, adjust 10% for opponent.”
Goldie muses that, based on her experiences thus far,
women seem more willing to play toward the player,
whereas men tend to be more attached to XG analysis and
PRs.
Carol Joy Cole thinks that, particularly in live matches,
a player can wield an edge over any rigid opponent by
making calculated departures from what XG might
dictate. She has seen firsthand the bafflement of men
who lost to her by underestimating her capability to be
aggressive and take risks. She thinks most of them know
better now after all these years.

Candace Mayeron, L.A. impresario, has been organizing
tournaments and publicizing our game for decades.
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How it Was: Women Players of the 1970s
In the 1970s, which kicked off the first American backgammon renaissance
after the 1920s, there was but a scattering of formidable female players other
than Lee Genud and Katie Scalamandre – Mika Lidov, Nancy (Weichsel)
Blaustein, and Lili (Gross) Rubin.
Lyn Goldsmith, Louise Goldsmith’s daughter who exited the game by the end
of the decade, was “widely considered the world's best woman backgammon
player” according to Paul Magriel in 1977 in his New York Times column. But
no rating systems existed to confirm this for posterity.
Fran Goldfarb, another major competitor, discovered backgammon on
lunch break at The Mayfair Club, located in the same building as her job at
the Manhattan Chess Club. She passed that job to pre-backgammon Mike
Senkiewicz when she quit it to play backgammon professionally for the next 17
years before switching in 1989 to social work and, ultimately, psychotherapy.
The early 1970s found Candace Mayeron at a Los Angeles restaurant that had
an after-dinner backgammon tournament. She was a beginner who needed
help setting up her board but won. A nice man sitting next to her, agog over
her good dice, invited her to the Cavendish West for a tournament the next
night. She agreed and asked his name.
“Danny Kleinman,” he responded.
Within six months, Candace was a regular at Cavendish West, a member of
Hugh Hefner’s Pips Club in Beverly Hills, and a player and student at Tom
Gilbert’s fabled backgammon mansion.
In the Midwest, Carol Joy Cole couldn't have been farther from the highrolling jet set. She learned the game from a babysitter who had taught it to her
young sons for entertainment. One day, she entered a pizza parlor tournament
on a whim and finished second. The rush of the win altered the course of her
life.
“With backgammon, I was more than a spectator, I was a participant – not
necessarily as a woman but as a person. It really opened up a new world for me.
I was just more empowered, I suppose,” she says.
In 1978, Carol founded the Flint Area Backgammon Club with mentorship
from Bob Ciaffone, owner of the Cavendish Bridge and Backgammon Club.
Known as “The Coach” of multiple games, he was a connection of Carol’s
parents – U.S.-born Japanese-Americans, internment camp survivors, and
Life Masters in bridge. The club’s first mailing list included attendees of
backgammon clinics Carol had hosted at the public library where she worked.
When the club’s doors opened, Carol’s mother helped with registrations, draw
sheets, and match pairings.
Meanwhile, in Harlem, Antoinette Williams was in the thick of New York
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City’s backgammon heyday. Though she says she was “not
as much of a force to be reckoned with” then, she is busy
winning today. And she couldn’t care less whether her
plays align with the suggestions of computer analyses.
“I hope people laugh at my every play as I’m going to
the bank,” she says, with the confidence of a contender
who continues to make history. Last November, she
represented the USBGF in the inaugural 2020 Genud
Cup, a competition between all-women’s U.S. and U.K.
teams. She also continues to help Patti Donner-Rubin
coordinate the Monte Carlo championships while writing
a memoir called Laughing at Illness, about maximizing life
despite a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis in 1987.
Antoinette-Marie Williams at a live NY Metro.

The Why: Pondering the Gender Gap
Antoinette is ready for a revival of the “rave of America”
that backgammon was when she discovered it in 1973. She
loves playing as much now as she did then, magnetized by La Loca applies her perspective as a Mexican-American
interactions with people all around the world, in person or woman who has worked with Native American people,
remote.
immigrants, and other marginalized groups as an
operations coordinator at an organic incubator farm:
For the past 20 years, she has made independent efforts
to attract fresh blood to backgammon – women, Black
“The backgammon world is probably the whitest I have
players, and even shy onlookers.
ever walked in – a predominance of white men. But when
you look at the history and all the money that was being
“I’ve always tried to bring people of color along in the
thrown around, there was a bit of a class thing going on
game. I wanted to be our representative. I wanted people
too. So does it have to do with money and power? Class
to be comfortable,” she says. One of her favorite ways of
or race? Or does it have to do with time – do women have
reeling someone in is to boast about the fascinating trips
time to be playing games?”
to Monte Carlo or Istanbul. Once, a Black woman player
made a backgammon trip to Turkey on the assurance that Carol thinks that the dearth of competitive female players
Antoinette would be there.
reaches back to the 1970s. She reflects, “When the strong
guys developed it was because they were playing and
Probing why there aren’t more women in the game can
figuring out things mathematically, but many women did
help grow the community and ensure its longevity, but is a not study percentages and possibilities. They didn’t have
tricky thing to do.
the training or the aptitude.” When backgammon’s grip
on pop culture ebbed, a gender-based schism in training
“When you look at it from a demographic viewpoint,
remained, with fewer people to detect or amend it.
there’s a big hole,” April remarks. There may also be a
According to Carol, women who stayed and thrived in the
generational shortage of backgammon players who came
game did so by recognizing that “the game is not just luck
of age after the 1990s, when poker poached gamers and
– you get better when you accept that if you study and play
brought down iconic clubs scrambling to survive the shift. smarter, you’ll win.”
Antoinette believes that the gender imbalance is due to
the fact that women generally don’t gamble. Fearing the
risk, they miss out on the payoffs, clout, and education
that tournaments and money games can offer.
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In the chouettes that have propagated online, Antoinette
has sometimes been the only woman in a room of nearly
15 men from California, Tennessee, Illinois, Washington
DC, and Las Vegas. And she guesses that there are
no more than 100 female players in the world who are
actively participating in tournament or league play.
Nevertheless, 2020 was a stark contrast to the past. The
top 20 ABT finishers of the year contained five women
– Kate Elmore (#5), Kara Schultz (#10), Marcy Kossar
(#13), Irina Litzenberger (#16), and Karen Davis (#20).
Rory’s analytics say that female participation in
competitive backgammon now shuttles between 13% and
17%. Carol thinks the figure approaches 25%. From the
vantage point of Backgammon a la Carte Boutique, her
side business providing game books and equipment to
global consumers, she observes, “I have female customers,
and I see more women playing online these days. They
lead me to be optimistic about ladies in the game.”
Antoinette knows the significance of her presence in the
game now, as then. She exclaims, “I cover all the bases: A
woman. A Black woman. Disabled. An old woman, too!”
Recently, she has received a flurry of inquiries for private
lessons, a podcast appearance with a host who plays
backgammon with his 15-year-old twin daughters, and
a highlight on BronxNet about her involvement in an
intergenerational after-school chess program. And she
looks forward to seeing her “Hot Mama Chili” recipe
in an upcoming backgammon cookbook that will pair
players’ recipes with analyses of related positions.
Antoinette will be glad if this exposure helps prospective
players identify her as a contact. But she is staying
levelheaded about the attention. Dauntless as she was
when she played cash games in old New York with “all
kinds of strange characters” at the likes of the Flea
House dive on 42nd and Broadway, she is cautious about
believing that the external world has changed. She thinks
it is critical for women to look inward and strengthen their
mindset.
“We have this fear: ‘Oh, I can’t do that.’ How can you be
afraid when you haven’t even tried to do it?” she insists.
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Women-Only?
Online ABT events have been drawing approximately 80
players, same as the biggest tournaments’ usual number of
live-stream spectators. It says something that an average
of 25 women players have been attending the WoB’s
biweekly sessions, which toggle between educational and
social themes.
Assembly has its advantages but also provokes debates
over whether “women-only” designations distinguish or
silo women.
USBGF historian Robert Stoller, who has no objection
to women-only events, summarizes the dilemma: “If the
premise is that women are fully capable of competing
equally with men in such gender-neutral activities as
backgammon, on what basis can women-only events
be justified?”
The concept of women-only events used to offend April.
She feels differently after encountering individuals who
feel encouraged by them and has concluded: “Women
get to decide if they want their event or not. And women
need to be elevated; there’s so few of us, so it gives us the
chance to take the limelight.”
The WoB features both female and male voices in their
educational programming.
“I believe that when we have a male guest, our power is
increased,” Candace says. She is unsure what form the
WoB will take when in-person activities resume, but feels
greatly fulfilled by the new and deepened relationships
forged through the group.

WoB: The Future
April is forming a Women’s Committee at the USBGF
to create leadership and advocacy. She is also recruiting
girls and up-and-coming players to the mind sport of
backgammon and plugging them in to what they need to
level up.
“This is an infinitely complex game that summons a
lifetime of learning,” she says. “If somebody takes the
approach of moving pieces around without the benefit of
real knowledge, they’re not going to be competitive at the
top levels today.” She adds, “What is intuition, what does
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that mean? We sense things because we have experience; it
doesn’t drop in from the universe.” Knowing that players
rarely flourish in a vacuum, April is intent on guiding
the next generation of backgammon players toward the
resources they deserve.

“crazy games” with plays that only frustrate her, Amelia is
striving to understand the problems and dish out some of
her own.

Amelia Pascar’s introduction to backgammon was toiling
as a multipurpose assistant and gofer at her father’s all-out,
self-catered Chicago Open. The arrangement enabled
the then nine-year-old to earn $50 per day (“big money
for a kid,” reasons Rory), spend time with her dad, and
marinate in the game before learning it formally.

When Amelia asked the panel of world champions what
they would say to a player like her, Lee Genud answered,
“Enjoy yourself.”

When asked what it’s like to engage with an adult gaming
community at her age, she replies, “Depending on the
person, they try and take me seriously. Some men think
I’m trying to be like my dad but never going to be really
serious.” She wants everyone to know how committed she
is to the game.

“They need to get the new generation intrigued. There’s
not many kids playing backgammon at all. They need to
widen the community with younger people; I feel like it
could be a club at a school. Kids, if they’re like me, they
love a mind challenge.”

When teaching his daughter, Rory speaks at full speed
in unfiltered jargon before breaking things down. This is
When Rory heard about the WoB, he thought, “That’s
important. For a while, Amelia may be far more likely to
frickin’ awesome,” and connected his 12-year-old daughter face opponents several times her senior than she is to find
Amelia to the group.
contemporaries in the game.

“Way before COVID, my dad and I planned to go to
Cleveland and play doubles together. I was bragging to
my classmates and I was so stoked,” she recalls. Alas, the
26th Annual Ohio State Backgammon Championships
was the first ABT event to be canceled after widespread
lockdowns in March 2020.

What would Amelia say to the WoB and the established
backgammon community?

Sounds like a call from across the water, and it’s a fine day
to build a bridge.

Jia H. Jung is a freelance writer based
in Brooklyn, pursuing her M.S. degree
at Columbia Journalism School. Her first

Amelia spent her summer training for a children’s
competition but did not play, deciding that she needed
a greater understanding of the doubling cube. Her goal
now is to strengthen her aptitude for the game’s strategic
and intuitive possibilities. Seeing the fun her dad has in

exposure to backgammon was through
Lyn Goldsmith, whom she met through
a shared passion for open water
marathon swimming.

